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Vortex liquid entanglement in twinned YBa2Cu3O7/Y2BaCuO5 composite superconductors
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The angular dependence of the in-plane resistivityr(T,H,u) of melt textured YBa2Cu3O7 /Y2BaCuO5 com-
posites has been measured in a large range of magnetic fields and temperatures and from them, the intrinsic
anisotropy of the superconducting state has been verified following the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau approach.
The influence of correlated defects like twin boundaries and quenched disorder generated by Y2BaCuO5

precipitates on the pinning behavior of these composites in the liquid vortex state is analyzed, and the corre-
sponding phase diagram is determined and compared to that of twinned single crystals. We show that the
irreversibility line displays an upwards shift due to twin boundary pinning enabling to define a ‘‘quenched’’
Bose glass transition. A new region in the vortex liquid state is identified where twin boundary pinning defines
a partially entangled liquid vortex state characterized by a short-rangec-axis vortex coherence. The transition
to the entangled liquid phase is experimentally determined. The relevance of this depinning line and its unique
position with respect to twinned single crystals is discussed.@S0163-1829~99!01741-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of vortex line dynamics and its relationsh
with different kinds of defects is one of the major topics
the search for understanding the vortex matter of hi
temperature superconductors.

In clean YBa2Cu3O7 superconductors, a first-order vorte
lattice melting transition has been clearly identified eith
through dynamic1,2 or equilibrium physical measurements.3,4

This thermodynamic state of the flux-line lattice is eas
destroyed, however, with the introduction of pointlike ra
dom disorder such as that generated by proton irradiatio5,6

or by the introduction of linearly correlated defects such
columnar tracks induced via heavy-ion irradiation7–9 and
naturally growing twin boundaries.10,11 In the first case, an
entanglement of vortex lines is promoted in the liquid st
by vortex pinning in these defects. Then the transition to
solid state occurs as a second-order vortex glass transiti12

In the second case, a new solid vortex state is achie
through a second-order phase transition that was define
Nelson and Vinokur13 as a Bose glass transition. This ne
solid phase is characterized by pinning of vortices in linea
correlated defects, thus promoting vortex localization and
hibiting vortex wandering. The vortex rigidity increases
to displaying an infinite tilt modulusC44 at the phase transi
tion and hence, a strong enhancement of vortex pinnin
attained.

Remarkably, the influence on vortex pinning by linea
correlated twin boundaries becomes still visible in the vor
liquid state. Experimentally, the clearest methodology to
sualize the influence of twin boundaries is to study the
isotropy dependence of the transport and magnetic pro
ties. In single crystalline YBa2Cu3O7, the anisotropic
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~18!/13099~8!/$15.00
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magnetoresistance was shown to present a dip when
magnetic field crosses the twin boundaries either within
ab plane14 or rotating from thec axis to theab plane.10 Also
the irreversibility line was shown to display an upward sh
for Hic due to twin boundary pinning, superposed to
anisotropic background. It was demonstrated9,15 that the
c-axis coherence of vortices in the liquid state was con
quently strongly enhanced. All these investigations resu
in the identification of a disentangled vortex liquid phase in
small H-T region above the Bose glass transition, induc
by linearly correlated defects.16,17

Melt textured bulk YBa2Cu3O7 is an interesting class o
superconducting ceramic material because several struc
defects coexist and hence, may display competing pinn
effects leading to new complex behaviors. The main mic
structural defect of this material is the micrometr
Y2BaCuO5 ~211! precipitates, which are randomly distrib
uted within the superconducting matrix and which strong
enhance vortex pinning in the solid state.18,19 In the liquid
state, however, the random distribution of 211 partic
within the matrix should promote vortex entanglement. Th
the study of the transport properties, which reflects the
namic behavior of the vortex lattice, should enable the de
mination of the interplay between the quenched random
order added by 211 particles and the correlated diso
induced by twin boundaries. As a result of this competi
effect between both microstructural defects, it was recen
suggested, based on transport measurements with the
transformer geometry,20 that a partially disentangled stat
could exist in a narrow region of the liquid vortex pha
diagram of melt-textured materials. This new vortex st
would consist of short segments of vortex lines with a fin
coherence along thec axis.
13 099 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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In this work, we further investigate the vortex liquid sta
of melt-textured YBa2Cu3O7/Y2BaCuO5 (Y123/211) super-
conducting composites by means of anisotropic magnet
sistance measurements. From these measurements, we
first compelling evidence for an intrinsiclike anisotropy ca
culated where thermal activation has completely washed
any defect pinning effect in the vortex liquid state, and
confirm the high-crystalline orientation of this compos
material.

At lower temperatures, we identify the new liquid vorte
state having short-range vortex correlation. In this pha
vortex pinning by twin boundaries enhances the liquid v
cosity, while random 211 particles induce plastic shear of
flux-line lattice and flux cutting. This region of the pha
diagramH-T-u determined by the partially disentangled li
uid vortex state is identified and we show that in this n
state the ‘‘quenched’’ disorder induced by the 211 partic
is relevant to perturb, though not overwhelm, the effect
the linearly correlated twin boundary disorder. Finally, w
show that a ‘‘quenched’’ Bose glasslike transition line r
mains well defined. The latter will be compared to the ir
versibility line that should be observed in the absence of
correlated disorder and also to the true Bose glass line
twinned single crystal. Overall, a complete magnetic ph
diagram of the vortex liquid state is outlined for me
textured Y123/211 superconducting composites and i
compared to that observed in twinned YBa2Cu3O7 single
crystals. Our work stresses the positive influence of tw
boundaries as an effective source of flux pinning in the liq
state and their success in retaining the entrance to the
tangled state until a depinning lineHTB(T) is surpassed
against the competing effect of the quenched disorder
duced by the 211 particles. A strong resemblance of this n
HTB(T) line in the phase diagram, separating the entang
and disentangled liquid state, is found with that predic
theoretically by Nguyen and Sudbo21 as an intrinsic second
order phase transition of type-II superconductors. This l
was predicted to be characterized by a loss of vortex
tension and its position should not depend on the partic
characteristic of the line defect allowing to visualize it.
comparison between single crystals and melt-textured c
posites is performed in this latter framework.

II. EXPERIMENT

Single domain YBa2Cu3O72d /Y2BaCuO5 (Y123/211)
melt-textured composites were grown by a modified Brid
man directional solidification technique in air and oxyge
ated at 450 °C in 1 bar of O2 during 120 h. Details of sample
preparation have been reported elsewhere.22 Similar results
were obtained for several samples of different 211 cont
The results here reported belong to samples with a 28 w
of 211 whose critical current density at 77 K in self-field w
Jc

ab573104 A/cm2.19 The actual content of 211 phase r
tained into the single domain was determined by measu
the high-temperature Curie-Weiss paramagnetic suscep
ity arising from the 211 phase.19 Upon oxygenation of the
samples, polarized light optical microscopy analysis revea
a random distribution of 211 particles with mean sizes o
mm and a high density of twin boundaries showing the t
orthogonal families. Typical separation between twin bou
e-
ive
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aries in these melt-textured composites is;100 nm. The
superconducting transition temperature, defined as the m
point transition, was found at 91.3 K withDTc;0.5 K ~Fig.
1!. Small pieces of about 1.53130.2 mm3 were cleaved
from theab plane and their in-plane magnetoresistance w
measured by using the standard four-point technique. C
tact resistances better than 0.1V were obtained by properly
masking the samples before a gold sputtering deposit
Four Pt wires were then attached to the gold contacts u
silver epoxy and finally, the contacts were cured at 300 °C
flowing oxygen. The magnetoresistance measurements w
performed in a He4 cryostat provided with a 9-T supercon
ducting magnet and a rotometer that enabled rotation of
magnetic field from the crystallographicc axis of the sample
(u50°) to theab plane (u590°) with a resolution of 0.1°.
Measurements were performed with anac-transport current
of 100mA applied along theab plane and ensuring orthogo
nality with the magnetic field when the latter was align
within the ab plane.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Intrinsic anisotropy

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the
plane magnetoresistance forHic (u50°) and Hiab (u
590°) and magnetic fields of 3 and 9 T, as representa
data. The resistive transition broadens as the magnetic
increases, both forHic and Hiab, reachingDTc values of
up to 16 K forHic at 9 T. Note that the resistive transitio
drops smoothly to zero as a sign of a second-order ph
transition from the liquid vortex state to the solid vorte
state, which is representative of a glassy system domin
by microstructural defects.23 No resistance kink associated
the first-order melting transition, observed in clean crysta2

appears in our measurements. It is also shown that the r
tivity for u50° and u590° differs and that the in-plane
resistivity might be equal to zero forHiab while it still stays
discrete forHic. This evidences the intrinsic anisotropy o
this layered material.

In order to determine the intrinsic anisotropy of the
melt-textured composites so longer discussed, and com
it with that of Y123 single crystals, we present in Fig. 2 t

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetoresistanc
Hic (u50°) andHiab (u590°) and magnetic fields of~d! 3 T
and ~;! 9 T. Also shown~�! is the resistive transition forH
50 T.
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PRB 60 13 101VORTEX LIQUID ENTANGLEMENT IN TWINNED . . .
angular-dependent magnetoresistance atT/Tc;0.995 forH
51, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 9 T. We have analyzed these result
the basis of the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau model,24 which
assumes an anisotropy of the upper critical field given by
expression:

FHc2~u!sinu

Hc2
ab G2

1FHc2~u!cosu

Hc2
c G2

51, ~1!

whereHc2
ab andHc2

c are the upper critical fields parallel to th
ab plane and to thec axis, respectively. Since the experime
tal determination ofHc2 is not obvious for high-temperatur
superconductors25 due to the relevance of fluctuation effect
we have used the scaling approach suggested by Bl
et al.26 for the study of anisotropic superconductors. The
sential assumption is that, within the Ginzburg-Landau
proach, physical measurements of anisotropic supercond
ors may be generalized from those of isotrop
superconductors if a reduced magnetic fieldH red is defined,

H red5H«~u!5H~cos2 u1g2 sin2 u!1/2, ~2!

where «~u! is the anisotropy factor andg5Hc2
c /Hc2

ab

5(mab /mc)
1/2 is the inverse of the anisotropy parameter

lated to the ratio of the effective masses and which has b
found to be in the range 6,g21,8 for the Y123
system.27–29 Previously, similar analysis performed i
EuBa2Cu3O7/PrBa2Cu3O7 superconducting multilattices30

had enabled us to investigate the anisotropy of artific
structures.

Figure 3 demonstrate the validity of the scaling-law a
proach for the curves of Fig. 2 of the melt-textured comp
ite. Note that a very good scaling agreement is observed
all magnetic fields and angles, which evidences that the
isotropic Ginzburg-Landau model is suitable to explain
intrinsic anisotropy of the superconducting state of me
textured Y123/211 composites. These measurements
performed at high temperaturest5T/Tc50.995 to ensure
that thermal activation is high enough to neglect any resi
of vortex pinning and to ensure a three-dimensional~3D! line
behavior of the vortices.36 The value for the anisotropy pa
rameter determined from this scaling isg21;7, which indi-
cates that melt-textured Y123 composites have a very h
crystalline quality and that this is not modified by th
presence of the Y211 particles. A similar scaling approa

FIG. 2. Angular-dependent magnetoresistance att5T/Tc

50.995 for the magnetic fields~upper curve to bottom curve! of 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 7, and 9 T.
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was successfully used by Kwoket al.31 to describe the an-
isotropy of the vortex lattice melting temperature at const
field Tm(u) in untwinned YBa2Cu3O7 single crystals.

Therefore, we confirm that the scaling of the magneto
sistance is very efficient to determine the intrinsic anisotro
of high-temperature superconductors and that melt-textu
composites do have the same anisotropy parameter as s
crystals, even if x-ray-diffraction~XRD! rocking curves dis-
play mosaicities in the range ofDu;3° – 5°.32 These results
give a definitive support to the consideration of Y123/2
composites as a quasi-single-crystalline material. On
other hand, it warns us on the fact that care should be ta
when determining the anisotropy parameter from meth
that might be influenced by flux-pinning effects such as
tios of critical current densitiesJc

ab/Jc
c , and irreversibility

fieldsH irr
ab/H irr

c .33,34 Initially contradictory results might give
coherent values if re-examined by subtracting the influe
of flux-pinning effects. Specially, in the case of me
textured composites since they have a very rich microstr
ture, i.e., 211 particles, twin boundaries, dislocations, sta
ing faults, etc.32 which, depending on the magnetic fie
direction, affect in different degrees the properties of t
material. Hence, a misleading anisotropy of the mate
might be inferred.35 An analysis of the anisotropy of melt
textured composites in the pinned liquid vortex state is p
formed in the next section. There, we have used angu
dependent magnetoresistance measurements to separa
contributions of the different flux-pinning effects from th
of the intrinsic anisotropy.

B. Anisotropy in the pinned vortex liquid state

Figure 4 shows the angular-dependent magnetoresist
for the Y123/211 melt-textured composite at lower tempe
tures, t5T/Tc50.964 andt5T/Tc50.832, for a magnetic
field of 1 and 9 T, respectively. The transport current w
applied parallel to one of the twin boundary families, th
when the magnetic field was applied along thec axis, the
Lorentz force was exerted perpendicular to that twin bou
ary family. The overall anisotropic character of the mater
is visible in Fig. 4. However, atu;0 (Hic) a dip appears in
the magnetoresistance, indicating a non-negligible decre
of dissipation around this particular magnetic field orien
tion and which should be ascribed to pinning by anisotro
defects mainly active forHic.

Y123/211 melt-textured composites have a very rich m
crostructure, as already mentioned, with different types

FIG. 3. Anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau model scaling for res
tivity data of Fig. 2. Notice the universal scaling law obtained.
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13 102 PRB 60T. PUIG et al.
defects.32 However, they do possess two dominant def
contributions to flux pinning:~i! 211 precipitates that ar
mainly spherical and thus isotropic in relation to the ma
netic field orientation, especially in the liquid vortex sta
where vortex wandering is promoted,36 and~ii ! a dense twin
boundary structure along the$110% planes that should act a
anisotropically linear correlated pinning centers forHic.
Therefore, the decrease of dissipation observed in Fig. 4
u;0 has been ascribed to twin boundary pinning. Fr
these measurements we can identify an accommoda
angle uacc that defines the maximum deviation from$110%
directions of the vortex lines to still remain partially trapp
to the twin boundaries. Theuaccvalues observed in Fig. 4 ar
uuaccu;20° for H51 T at t50.964 anduuaccu;12° at 9 T
and t50.832. These angles are comparable with those
served in twinned single crystals10 and splayed defects37 and
somewhat smaller than that of columnar tracks induced b
irradiation.9 Further analysis on the accommodation an
uacc, its temperature and magnetic field dependence an
relation to the twin boundary pinning energy will be report
elsewhere.38

The scaling of magnetoresistivity following Eq.~2! for t
5T/Tc50.931 and 1, 3, 6, and 9 T is shown in Fig. 5. Data

FIG. 4. Angular-dependent magnetoresistance at~d! t5T/Tc

50.964 at 1 T and~;! t50.832 at 9 T, where a decrease of dis
pation is obtained foru;0°.

FIG. 5. Scaling of the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau model
the angular-dependent magnetoresistance att5T/Tc50.931 and 1,
3, 6, and 9 T. Also shown in the inset is the angular-depend
magnetoresistance curve forH53 T at t50.931, in the region
where a clear divergence from the mean-field scaling law is
served.
t
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U
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for 6 and 9 T collapse into a single curve as was shown
Fig. 3 for t5T/Tc50.995. However data at 3 T diverge from
this scaling for H«(u).2.2 T, which corresponds touuu
,45°5uudivu, indicating that we cannot collapse all curve
into an universal curve at this temperature. In the inset
Fig. 5, it is shown the corresponding magnetoresista
curve forH53 T at t;0.931. Note that the accommodatio
angleuacc determined from this curve isuacc;15°, which is
much smaller than the angleuudivu;45° determined from the
Eq. ~2! scaling. This indicates that the region of discrepan
for the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau model is larger th
just the strict phase diagram region for which vortices
considered trapped in the twin boundaries as defined byuacc.
This further confirms that the determination of the intrins
anisotropy by this method based on angular magnetore
tance measurements must be performed at temperatures
near the mean-fieldHc2(T) transition. This same analysi
performed att;0.988, where no sign of dissipation decrea
was observed atu;0° from the magnetoresistance curve
already showed nonuniversal scaling law.

However, we have been able to determine the anisotr
of this material at low temperatures, from the angular dep
dence of the irreversibility line. Figure 6 shows the irreve
ibility line ~IL ! as a function of the angleu for a magnetic
field of 3 T as representative data. A criteria ofr/rN
50.001,rN being the normal-state resistivity, has been us
to determine the IL from the angular-dependent magneto
sistance measurements. A sudden upward shift of the IL
uuu,30° is superimposed to a parabolic background. T
continuous line of Fig. 6 is a fit to the anisotropic Ginzbur
Landau model expression of the irreversibility line. Assu
ing the validity of the scaling approach36,39 this leads to

«~u!H irr5H0S 12
Tirr

Tc
D a

, ~3!

where«~u! is given by Eq.~2!. Note that this model is able to
fit the experimental data for all angles except foruuu,30°,
the region where the irreversibility line is dominated by tw
boundary pinning and therefore does not follow t
effective-mass model. The values obtained for the fitting
rameters of Eq.~3! are H0;159 T, a;2.2, andg21;7,

f

nt

-

FIG. 6. Angular dependence of the irreversibility line forHic
for H53 T. The continuous line shows the fitting of Eq.~3! to the
anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau model. Also shown in the inset i
zoom of the central part, where the shift associated to
‘‘quenched’’ Bose glass transition is clearly appreciated.
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which are in good agreement with results reported for
Y123 system.9 The experimental values foruuu,30° have
not been included in the fitting procedure since they h
been ascribed to linearly correlated twin boundary pinni
This twin boundary pinning region on the angular-depend
irreversibility line is comparable to that observed for colu
nar tracks in U irradiated Y123 crystals and somewhat lar
than the angular region observed for twinned single crysta9

This could be explained by the intrinsic mosaicity of me
textured composites.32 In particular, the valueg21;7 ob-
tained from the IL fitting is in perfect agreement with th
obtained att50.995 from the angular-dependent magneto
sistance. This suggests that the intrinsic anisotropy is res
sible for the parabolic function of the angular-dependent
reversibility line and that any isotropical microstructur
pinning defect that might be active at these temperatu
like point defects or the ‘‘quenched’’ disorder induced
211 particles, do not change the anisotropy of the mate
and may just shift slightly upwards the irreversibility lin
following Eq. ~3!.36 This further confirms that the 211 pa
ticles in the liquid vortex state might be considered as i
tropical random disorder. Consequently, we can also c
clude that the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau model is a
valid at low temperatures to determine the intrinsic anis
ropy of Y123/211 melt-textured composites if angles close
the c axis are avoided. And finally, that angular-depend
irreversibility line measurements,Tirr(u), allows us to deter-
mine the contribution of twin boundaries to the irreversibil
line. In particular, we note that the irreversibility temperatu
shift in the present melt-textured composite,DTirr5Tirr

TB

2Tirr
m;0.9 K at 3 T andDTirr;1 K at 6 T is very similar to

that observed in single crystals,9,15 whereTirr
TB is the maxi-

mum temperature of the irreversibility line observed atHic
andTirr

m that corresponds to the anisotropic Ginzburg-Land
model fitting. This might indicate that the fundamental po
tulates of the Bose glass theory13 for the irreversibility line
transition detected in twinned single crystals might also
valid in Y123/211 composites in spite of the additional d
order introduced by 211 precipitates.

C. Vortex liquid phase diagram

Upon identification of the intrinsic anisotropy of the irre
versibility line and the shift arising from twin boundaries, w
are in a position to define the different regimes in theH-T
phase diagram within the liquid vortex state.

Figure 7 shows the differentH-T lines of the phase dia
gram separating the Bose glass solid~BGS! phase, partially
entangled liquid or disentangled liquid phases~PEL or DL!
and the entangled liquid phase~EL!, for this particular
Y123/211 melt-textured sample forHic ~closed symbols!.
The irreversibility line determined from the effective-ma
model fitting ~see Fig. 6! is indicated byH irr

m(T)5100(1
2Tirr

m/Tc)
1.5. This is the irreversibility line that would be

observed in this melt-textured Y123/211 composite in
absence of twin planes. The presence of twin bounda
however, leads to a new ‘‘irreversibility line,’’H irr

TB5111(1
2Tirr

TB/Tc)
1.5, defined by the maximum ofTirr(u) ~see Fig.

6!. Note that at 77 K, the upward shift ofH irr
TB arising from

the vortex liquid state twin boundary pinning is;1 T, which
evidences once more that twin boundaries have a n
e
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negligible effectiveness as pinning center in melt-textu
composites at least forHic. Similar conclusions were
achieved from magnetization measurements in the solid
tex phase ofJc

c ~Ref. 35! and from transport current measur
ments forHiab when the pinning force remains parallel
the ab plane.40 Also shown in Fig. 7 is the Bose glass tra
sition for a twinned single crystal~open symbols!.41 Notice
that both transitions, the irreversibility line for the mel
textured compositeH irr

TB and the Bose glass transition for th
twinned single crystal, do have similar behaviors, sugges
the Bose glass character of theH irr

TB(T) line also for melt-
textured composites. Additional experimental analysis
identify the character of this transition is required and a co
parison with the extensive scaling analysis of the transp
properties performed in twinned single crystals,15 from
where the second-order character of the Bose glass trans
was identified, is necessary.

Additionally, Fig. 7 indicates theHTB(T) line defined for
each magnetic field as that temperature below which
magnetoresistance curve evidences a dip foru;0° ~see Fig.
4!. This new HTB line corresponds to the onset of twi
boundary pinning and hence determines the region of
phase diagram below which twin boundary pinning starts
enhance tilt rigidity of the vortices and vortex localization
the twin boundaries. The phase diagram region betweenH irr

TB

and HTB defines the partially entangled or disentangled l
uid vortex phase characterized by a vortex liquid state do
nated by the linearly correlated twin boundary pinning a
hence, with a modified resistivity according to the change

FIG. 7. Magnetic phase diagram of the liquid vortex state
Y123/211 melt-textured composites forHic. Indicated are:~m! the
intrinsic irreversibility line,H irr

m(T), obtained from the anisotropic
Ginzburg-Landau model,~j! the quenched Bose glass transitio
line due to twin boundary pinning,H irr

TB(T), and ~d! the HTB(T)
transition indicating the transition from a partially entangled liqu
to a fully entangled liquid. Also shown are the Bose glass transit
for ~n! a twinned single crystal, theHTB(T) line for ~;! a twinned
Y123 single crystal and theH* (T) line for ~�! a Y123/211 melt-
textured composite and~,! a twinned single crystal both obtaine
from flux transformer experiments. The mean fieldHc2(T) and the
regions indicating the Bose glass solid~BGS!, partially entangled
liquid ~PEL!, or disentangled liquid~DL! for the case of single
crystals and, the entangled liquid~EL! phases, are also represente
In the inset, all fourHTB(T) data sets are again shown and co
pared to the fit to the scaling lawH1 /utu2n5const withn50.699
suggested by Nguyen and Sudbo~Ref. 21! and the best fit
HTB(T)5105(12TTB /Tc)

1.2 shown in their Fig. 7.
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13 104 PRB 60T. PUIG et al.
the liquid viscosity introduced by this correlated defect36

Indicated in Fig. 7, are theHTB lines for our
Y123/28 wt. % 211 melt-textured composite~closed sym-
bols! compared with theHTB line equally determined by
Fleshleret al.10 for a twinned Y123 single crystal, and th
so-calledH* (T) line previously defined by Lo´pez et al.41

and Galanteet al.20 from a flux transformer experimen
for twinned single crystal and a melt-texture
Y123/28 wt. % 211, respectively. Notice the unique tran
tion defining theHTB(T) line for both melt-textured and
twinned single crystals, which once more denotes the h
crystalline quality of Y123/211 composites and suggests
intrinsic character ofHTB(T) for densely twinned samples
Contrary to clean crystals, where the solid-to-liquid vort
state is mediated by the melting transitionHm(T) in densely
twinned crystals it has been demonstrated17 that the solid
Bose glass state is transformed into a disentangled liqui
H irr(T)5HBG(T) and this to an entangled liquid atHTB(T).
Twin boundaries then act as correlated defects promo
disentanglement, and taking into account thatHBG(T) lies
aboveHm(T),10,42 twin boundaries are seen to stabilize t
solid phase of vortex lines.

Flux transformer experiments in single crystals,41 have
detected an anisotropic zero resistance behavior belo
H* (T) transition, which coincides with theHTB(T) line ~see
Fig. 7!. This region of the liquid phase diagram is charact
ized by a full c-axis correlation of the vortex threading th
whole crystal, thus corroborating the condition of a dise
tangled vortex liquid phase.36 However, flux transformer
studies on the H* (T) dependence with the crysta
thickness16 have shown that the fullc-axis coherence is los
for thick crystals. The same experiments performed on b
123/211 composites20 have identified anH* (T) line at the
H-T point of the phase diagram above which vortex veloc
in the top and bottom sides of the sample become comple
uncorrelated. Below thisH* (T) line, it was found thatVtop
5 f Vbottom, f being a weakly dependent factor (f ;1.34 in
those particular samples! and zero-resistance state w
achieved at the same temperature both whenI ic and I iab.
This liquid vortex phase was defined as partially entangle
the sense that vortex correlation along thec axis was short
ranged. Figure 7 also shows thisH* (T) transition for melt-
textured composites.

Remarkably, all four experimental data sets drawn in F
7 and identified asHTB(T) or H* (T) have been described b
the same fitting curve independently from the measur
technique and type of sample considered, i.e., single-cry
or melt-textured composite, namely,

HTB5H0
TBS 12

TTB

Tc
D n

, ~4!

with H0
TB;105 T andn;1.2, thus pointing out a uniqu

physical origin for all these lines and for the DL and PE
vortex phases.

Galanteet al.20 proposed that the presence of the ra
domly distributed 211 particles in the 123 matrix of me
textured composites could be the cause of the correla
length reduction observed in the PEL phase~i.e., H irr,H
,H* 5HTB). These 211 precipitates manifest
‘‘quenched’’ disorder against the stabilization of a lon
-

h-
e

at

g

a

-

-

lk

ly

in

.

g
tal

-

n

range correlated vortex liquid by promoting local vorte
deformation.43 Thus, twin boundaries pin shorter segmen
of vortices and flux cutting and recombination processes
expected to be enhanced. TheH irr

TB(T) transition would then
reflect a ‘‘quenched’’ Bose-like glass transition36 where the
correlation of vortices along thec axis is only finite and so
no true second-order phase transition might be achieved.
both transitions, the true Bose glass transition for a twinn
single crystal41 and the ‘‘quenched’’ Bose-like glass trans
tion H irr

TB(T) for our melt-textured composite, do have sim
lar behaviors as shown in Fig. 7 for these two particu
samples.

Further support on the fact that in melt-textured comp
ites ‘‘quenched’’ disorder is relevant to promote flux cuttin
and recombination processes by perturbing, though not o
whelming, the effect of correlated disorder, is found in r
sults of the magnetic field dependence of the pinning ene
obtained from thermally activated Arrhenius plots. AU
}H20.5 dependence forHic, theoretically ascribed to plasti
flow and flux-cutting processes23,44,45and experimentally ob-
served in quenched disordered Bi-2212–based thin films,46 is
found for melt-textured material.38 The expectedU}H21

law, experimentally found for linearly correlated pinnin
centers like columnar tracks in single crystals,37 has not been
obtained in melt-textured composites.

Additionally, the fact that the four lines shown in Fig.
corresponding to single-crystals and Y123/211 compos
superpose, evidences that the two experimental w
@H* (T) andHTB(T)# of determining the transition to an en
tangled liquid are valid and, that this transition does not
pend on thec-axis vortex correlation length but, on the com
petition between the twin boundary pinning energy per u
length and the thermal energy.

We would also like to note that Nguyen and Sudbo21 have
claimed from large-scale Monte Carlo simulations of vort
lattice systems without disorder, that an intrinsic phase tr
sition may occur within the liquid vortex phase characteriz
by a loss of vortex line tension. This would be an intrins
phase transition of high-Tc superconductors, which shoul
be independent of the specific material and microstructu
defects, though probably only through the material defe
would it be possible to experimentally detect it. This ne
H1(T) line should be consistent with the scaling la
H/utu2n5const, wheren50.669 andt5(Tc2TL)/Tc , which
is characteristic of the 3D anisotropicXY Hamiltonian mod-
eling for extreme type-II superconductors. Although the
sults shown in the inset of Fig. 7 quite agree with this theo
@see theHTB(T) line in comparison with thisH1(T) line#,
further analysis at higher fields are required for the pres
sample and other high-Tc materials being dominated b
other defects, to disregard any possible coincidence wit
crossover depinning line.

Finally, in Fig. 8 we show the first experimental determ
nation of a complete angular-dependent magnetic phase
gram of a melt-textured composite. Results for a magn
field of 3 T are presented as representative data. Indicated
the Bose glass and vortex glass~VG! solid phases and the
partially entangled and entangled liquid phases determi
form the angular-dependent magnetoresistance meas
ments presented above. The angular dependence of IL
allowed us to separate~see Fig. 6! the background contribu
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tion ascribed to quenched disorder and intrinsic material
isotropy from the cusplike irreversibility line nearu;0 in-
duced by the linearly correlated twin boundary defects. T
enables us to distinguish a VG solid phase and a BGS ph
respectively. Also shown are the experimental results for
angular-dependentHTB(T) transition atH53 T ~open sym-
bols! identified from the temperature dependence of the
commodation angle~see Fig. 4!. The region betweenTTB(u)
andTirr

TB(u) is thus associated to the PEL phase. Hence,
different transitions can be found to enter into the entang
liquid state, either through the PEL or directly from the V
at angles larger than those affected by the linearly correla
twin boundary disorder. Quenched disorder from the 2
particles is proposed as the main disorder to undergo the
transition while linearly correlated twin boundary disord
promotes the PEL transition. A triple point joining the BG
VG solid, and PEL phases can then be identified. We n
that beyond this triple point, in sparsely twinned sing

FIG. 8. Angular dependence of the magnetic phase diagram
H53 T. Indicated are~d! the angular dependence of the irreve
ibility line together with the fit to the anisotropic Ginzburg-Landa
model ~continuous line!, and ~;! the angular dependence of th
accommodation angleuacc. The dotted line is a guide for the eye
These results have allowed us to define the different regions o
phase diagram: Bose glass solid~BGS! phase, Vortex glass~VG!
solid phase, partially entangled liquid~PEL! vortex phase, and en
tangled liquid ~EL! vortex phase for the melt-textured Y123/21
composite.
an
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crystals,47 the first-order melting transition has been reco
ered when crossing to the solid phase from the EL phas

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Angular-dependent magnetoresistance measurem
r(T,H,u), of YBa2Cu3O7/Y2BaCuO5 melt-textured com-
posites have been used to determine the intrinsic anisot
of the superconducting state of this material. The anisotro
Ginzburg-Landau model has been identified as valid for
scribing the anisotropy of the field and angular-depend
resistivity of YBa2Cu3O7/Y2BaCuO5 melt-textured compos-
ites, at temperatures very nearTc where flux-pinning effects
have been washed out by thermal activation. Anisotropy v
ues typical of single crystals, i.e.,g21;7, have been ob-
tained.

The same measurements at lower temperatures, have
used to define theH-T-u magnetic phase diagram o
Y123/211 melt-textured composites. The BGS, VG sol
PEL, and EL phases have been determined. Twin bounda
have been proven to be efficient as linearly correlated p
ning centers in the PEL phase in melt-textured composi
The transition from the PEL to the EL phase@HTB(T)# has
been compared to that of a Y123 twinned single crystals
we have experimentally concluded that in spite of the co
plex microstructure of Y123/211 composites, the same la
seem to determine these two transitions to the EL state.
randomly distributed 211 particles are seen to be relevan
induce shorterc-axis vortex correlation lengths by promotin
flux cutting in the PEL phase though correlated disorder
twin boundaries is determined as the prominent disorder.
quenched disorder induced by the 211 particles is propo
as the main disorder inducing the transition from the EL
the VG in melt-textured composites.
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